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We present a rewriting algorithm for eÆ iently testing Linear Temporal Logi
(LTL) formulae on nite exe ution tra es. The standard models of LTL are innite tra es, re e ting the behavior of rea tive and on urrent systems whi h
on eptually may be ontinuously alive. In most past appli ations of LTL, theorem provers and model he kers have been used to formally prove that downs aled models satisfy su h LTL spe i ations. Our goal is instead to use LTL
for up-s aled testing of real software appli ations, orresponding to analyzing
the onforman e of nite tra es against LTL formulae. We rst des ribe what
it means for a nite tra e to satisfy an LTL property and then suggest an optimized algorithm based on transforming LTL formulae. We use Maude, whi h
turns out to be a good notation and an eÆ ient rewriting engine for performing
these experiments.
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Abstra t. We present a rewriting algorithm for eÆ iently testing Linear
Temporal Logi (LTL) formulae on nite exe ution tra es. The standard
models of LTL are in nite tra es, re e ting the behavior of rea tive and
on urrent systems whi h on eptually may be ontinuously alive. In
most past appli ations of LTL, theorem provers and model he kers have
been used to formally prove that down-s aled models satisfy su h LTL
spe i ations. Our goal is instead to use LTL for up-s aled testing of
real software appli ations, orresponding to analyzing the onforman e
of nite tra es against LTL formulae. We rst des ribe what it means for
a nite tra e to satisfy an LTL property and then suggest an optimized
algorithm based on transforming LTL formulae. We use Maude, whi h
turns out to be a good notation and an eÆ ient rewriting engine for
performing these experiments.

1 Introdu tion
Linear Temporal Logi (LTL), introdu ed by Pnueli in 1977 [21℄, is a logi for
spe ifying temporal properties about rea tive and on urrent systems. The models of LTL are in nite exe ution tra es, re e ting the behavior of su h systems
as ideally always being ready to respond to requests, operating systems being
an example. LTL has sin e then typi ally been used for spe ifying properties of
on urrent and intera tive down-s aled models of real systems, su h that fully
formal program proofs ould subsequently be arried out, for example using theorem provers [13℄ or model he kers [11℄. However, su h formal proof te hniques
are usually not s alable to real sized systems without an extra e ort to abstra t the system manually to a model whi h is then analyzed. Model he king
of programs has re eived an in reased attention from the formal methods ommunity within the last ouple of years, and several systems have emerged that
an model he k sour e ode, su h as Java and C, dire tly [12, 25, 3, 15, 2, 20℄.
Stateless model he kers [6, 24℄ try to avoid the abstra tion pro ess by not storing states. We believe these te hniques will show useful for targeted veri ation.
Although these systems provide very high on den e in the results they provide,
they s ale less well. One also needs te hniques that an be applied instantly and

in a ompletely automated fashion. In this paper we investigate the use of LTL
for testing whether nite exe ution tra es onform to LTL formulae.
Our main obje tive is eventually to develop a pra ti al temporal logi testing
environment for NASA software developers. Testing s ales well, and is by far
the most used te hnique in pra ti e to validate software systems. The merge of
testing and temporal logi spe i ation is an attempt to a hieve the bene ts of
both approa hes, while avoiding some of the pitfalls from ad ho testing and the
omplexity in full-blown theorem proving and model he king. Of ourse there
is a pri e to pay in order to obtain a s alable te hnique: the loss of overage.
That is, the suggested framework an only be used to examine single exe ution
tra es, and an therefore not be used to prove a system orre t. The advantage
is that it is ompletely automated and s ales to programs of any size.
An important question is how to eÆ iently test LTL formulae of nite tra e
models, and the main de ision here is what data stru ture one should use to represent the formula su h that it an be used to eÆ iently analyze the tra e as it is
traversed. We will present su h a data stru ture. We will present and implement
our logi s and algorithms in Maude [1℄, a high-performan e system supporting
both membership equational logi [19℄ and rewriting logi [18℄. Some of Maude's
features will be gradually introdu ed as needed, but it is worth mentioning at
this stage that the urrent version of Maude an do up to 3 million rewritings
per se ond on 800Mhz pro essors, and that its ompiled version is intended to
support 15 million rewritings per se ond1 . The de ision to use Maude has made
it very easy to experiment with logi s and algorithms. Later realizations of the
work may be done in a standard programming language su h as Java or C++,
although the speed of Maude is very promising at this point.
The idea of using LTL in program testing is not new, and has already been
pursued in the ommer ial Temporal Rover tool (TR) [4℄, whi h admittedly has
inspired us in a major way to do this work. In TR one states LTL properties
as omments in the ode where statements an o ur. These statements are
then translated into statements in the programming language that are exe uted
whenever rea hed during the exe ution. The implementation details of TR are
not publi . The work presented in this paper is motivated by the following observations. First, we nd the ideas behind TR attra tive due to the s alability
and automatedness of the approa h, and we therefore nd it worthwhile to ontinue a pra ti al investigation. In order to do that we need a software base for
experimentation. Se ond, the use of a rewriting system, su h as Maude, makes it
possible do these experiments very fast and elegantly. This also makes it possible
to formalize the ideas in a framework lose to standard mathemati s. Third, we
believe that the formula transforming approa h suggested in this paper is a new
and eÆ ient way of testing LTL formulae, the main result of the paper. Finally,
whereas TR is based on annotating the ode with formulae whi h are then expanded into the ode, our approa h is event-based where a program is seen as
emitting events to an observer pro ess, whi h then examines the events. In this
respe t our framework is similar to the MaC system [17℄ whi h, however, does
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not support the standard LTL. Su h an event-based framework is well suited
for program tra ing in general, and has for example been used in dete tion of
ra e onditions and deadlo ks in the Visual Threads tool [9, 22℄, and in the Java
PathFinder tool [10℄.
Se tion 2 ontains preliminaries, in luding an introdu tion to Maude and the
standard de nition of propositional LTL with its in nite tra e models. Se tion 3
presents a nite tra e semanti s for LTL and then its implementation in Maude.
Although abstra t and elegant, this implementation is not eÆ ient, and Se tion
4 presents an eÆ ient implementation using a formula transformation approa h.
Finally, Se tion 5 ontains on lusions and a des ription of future work.

2 Preliminaries
This se tion brie y introdu es Maude, a rewriting-based spe i ation and veri ation system, then a relatively standard pro edure to redu e propositional
formulae, and then reminds the propositional LTL with its in nite tra e models.
2.1

Maude

Maude [1℄ is a freely distributed high-performan e system in the OBJ [8℄ algebrai spe i ation family, supporting both rewriting logi [18℄ and membership
equational logi [19℄. Be ause of its eÆ ient rewriting engine, able to exe ute
up to 3 million rewriting steps per se ond on urrently standard hardware ongurations, and be ause of its metalanguage features, Maude turns out to be
an ex ellent tool to reate exe utable environments for various logi s, models
of omputation, theorem provers, and even programming languages. We were
delighted to noti e how easily we ould implement and eÆ iently validate our
algorithms for testing LTL formulae on nite event tra es in Maude, admittedly
a tedious task in C++ or Java, and hen e de ided to use Maude at least for the
prototyping stage of our runtime he k algorithms.
We very brie y and informally remind some of Maude's features, referring the
interested reader to the manual [1℄ for more details. Maude supports modularization in the OBJ There are various kinds of modules, but we are using only fun tional modules whi h follow the pattern \fmod <name> is <body> endfm". The
body of a fun tional module onsists of a olle tion of de larations, of whi h we
are using importing, sorts, subsorts, operations, variables and equations, usually
in this order.
2.2

Propositional Cal ulus

A de ision pro edure for propositional al ulus due to Hsiang [16℄ is presented.
It provides the usual truth onstants (true and false) together propositional
variables and the usual onne tives _/\_ (and), _++_ (ex lusive or), _\/_ (or), !_
(negation), _->_ (impli ation), and _<->_(equivalen e). The pro edure redu es
tautology formulae to the onstant true and all the others to some anoni al
form modulo asso iativity and ommutativity.

An OBJ3 ode for this pro edure appeared in [8℄. Below we give its obvious
translation to Maude, noti ing that Hsiang [16℄ showed that this rewriting system
modulo asso iativity and ommutativity is Chur h-Rosser and terminates. The
Maude team was probably also inspired by this pro edure, sin e the builtin BOOL
module is very similar.
fmod PROPOSITIONAL-CALCULUS is prote ting QID
sort Formula . subsort Qid < Formula .
*** Constru tors ***
ops true false : -> Formula .
op _/\_ : Formula Formula -> Formula [asso
op _++_ : Formula Formula -> Formula [asso
vars X Y Z : Formula .
eq true /\ X = X .
eq false /\ X = false .
eq X /\ X = X .
eq false ++ X = X .
eq X ++ X = false .
eq X /\ (Y ++ Z) = X /\ Y ++ X /\ Z .
*** Derived operators ***
op _\/_ : Formula Formula -> Formula [asso
op !_
: Formula -> Formula [pre 13℄ .
op _->_ : Formula Formula -> Formula [pre
op _<->_ : Formula Formula -> Formula [pre
eq X \/ Y = X /\ Y ++ X ++ Y .
eq ! X = true ++ X .
eq X -> Y = true ++ X ++ X /\ Y .
eq X <-> Y = true ++ X ++ Y .
endfm

.

omm pre 15℄ .
omm pre 17℄ .

pre 19℄ .
21℄ .
23℄ .

is a builtin module providing a potentially in nite olle tion of onstants
alled \quoted identi ers", starting with a quote hara ter, su h as 'a, 'b, 'id,
et . These are used as labels for propositional variables. Operators were de lared
in mix- x notation2 and have attributes between squared bra kets, su h as asso ,
omm and pre <number>. The attribute pre gives a pre eden e to an operator3 ,
thus eliminating the need for most parentheses. On e the module above is loaded4
in Maude, redu tions an be done as follows:

QID

red 'a -> 'b /\ '
red 'a <-> ! 'b .

<-> ('a -> 'b) /\ ('a -> ' ) . ***> true
***> 'a ++ 'b

Sin e de idability of propositional al ulus is NP- omplete, one should not expe t the ode above to run very fast for all large problems. However, it seems to
be very suitable for our purpose, so we next de ne LTL on top of it.
2.3

Linear Temporal Logi

Classi al LTL provides in addition to the propositional logi operators the temporal operators de ned by the following Maude spe i ation:
fmod LINEAR-TEMPORAL-LOGIC is extending PROPOSITIONAL-CALCULUS .
ops ([℄_) (<>_) : Formula -> Formula [pre 11℄ .
op _U_ : Formula Formula -> Formula [pre 14℄ .
op o_ : Formula -> Formula [pre 11℄ .
endfm
2
3
4

Unders ores are pla es for arguments.
The lower the pre eden e number, the tighter the binding.
Either by typing it or using the ommand in <filename>.

An LTL standard model is a fun tion t : N + ! 2P for some set of atomi
propositions P , i.e., an in nite tra e over the alphabet 2P , whi h maps ea h
time point (a natural number) into the set of propositions that hold at that
point. The operators have the following interpretation on su h an in nite tra e.
Assume formulae X and Y. The formula [℄X (always X) holds if X holds in all time
points, while <>X holds if X holds in some future time point. The formula X U Y
(X until Y) holds if Y holds in some future time point, and until then X holds.
Finally, o X (next X) holds for a tra e if X holds in the suÆx tra e starting in
the next (the se ond) time point. The propositional operators have their obvious
meaning. As an example illustrating the semanti s, the formula [℄(X -> <>Y) is
true if for any time point ([℄) it holds that if X is true then eventually (<>) Y is
true. Another similar property is [℄(X -> o(Y U Z)), whi h states that whenever
X holds then from the next state Y holds until eventually Z holds. It's standard to
de ne a ore LTL using only atomi propositions, the propositional operators !_
(not) and _/\_ (and), and the temporal operators o_ (next) and _U_ (until), and
then de ne all other propositional and temporal operators as derived onstru ts.
Standard equations are <>X = true U X and [℄X = !<>!X.

3 Finite Tra e Linear Temporal Logi
As already explained, our goal is to develop a framework for testing software
systems using temporal logi . Tests are performed on nite exe ution tra es and
we therefore need to formalize what it means for a nite tra e to satisfy an LTL
formula. First we present a semanti s of LTL on nite tra es using standard
mathemati al notation. Then we present a spe i ation in Maude of a nite
tra e semanti s. Whereas the former semanti s uses universal and existential
quanti ation, the se ond Maude spe i ation is de ned using re ursive de nitions that have a straightforward operational rewriting interpretation and whi h
therefore an be exe uted.
3.1

Finite Tra e Semanti s

In this subse tion we present a semanti s of LTL on nite tra es. We will regard
a tra e as a nite sequen e of events emitted from the program that we want
to observe. Su h events ould for example indi ate when variables are written
to. For example, the event write(x,v ) would mean that \x is assigned the value
v". Note that this view is slightly di erent from the traditional view where a
tra e is a sequen e of program states, ea h state denoting the set of propositions
that hold at that state. Our view is onsistent with our goal to de ne an LTL
observer as a pro ess that is deta hed from the program to be observed, re eiving
only observed events. We shall abstra t away from the on rete ontents of events
and just de ne events as a set of distinguishable identi ers. The following Maude
module formalizes this idea:
fmod EVENT is prote ting QID .
sort Event .
subsort Qid < Event .
endfm

It introdu es the sort Event and states that the sort Qid of distinguishable identi ers is a subsort of Event. A tra e is now a nite list of events. This is modeled
by the following Maude spe i ation:
fmod TRACE is extending EVENT .
sort Tra e .
op end : -> Tra e .
op __ : Event Tra e -> Tra e [pre 25℄ .
endfm

It introdu es the sort Tra e and the onstru tors end for the empty tra e, and
juxtaposition of an event \e" and a tra e \t", as in \e t", for reating a new tra e.
We shall outline the nite tra e LTL semanti s using standard mathemati al
notation rather than Maude notation. Assume two partial fun tions de ned for
nonempty tra es head : Tra e ! Event and tail : Tra e ! Tra e for taking the
head and tail respe tively of a tra e, and a total fun tion length returning the
length of a nite tra e. That is, head (e t) = e, tail (e t) = t, and length (end) = 0
and length (e t) = 1 + length (t). Assume further for any tra e t that ti for some
natural number i denotes the suÆx tra e that starts at position i, with positions
starting at 1. The satisfa tion relation j=  Tra e  Formula de nes when a
tra e t satis es a formula f , written t j= f , and is de ned indu tively over the
stru ture of the formulae as follows, where P is any quoted identi er and X and
Y are any formulae:

t j= P
i
t j= true i
t j= false i
t j= X /\ Y i
t j= X ++ Y i
t j= [℄X i
t j= <>X i
t j= X U Y i
t j= o X i

t 6= end and head (t) = P,
true,
false,

t j= X and t j= Y,
t j= X xor t j= Y,
(8 i  length (t)) ti j= X
(9 i  length (t)) ti j= X
(9 i  length (t)) (ti j= Y and (8 j < i) tj j= X)
t =6 end and tail (t) j= X

Re all the standard equations <>X = true U X and [℄X = !<>!X from Subse tion
2.3 on page 7. While the rst equation holds also in this new nite setting, the
se ond equation does not. To see this, observe that the formula <>!X always holds
for a nite tra e sin e !X holds on the empty tra e end, and that therefore [℄X
would be false on all tra es. We an, however, use a di erent set of equations:
R = o true and [℄X = X U !R. The operator R stands for \Running" and is true
for non-empty tra es: in the next state true must hold, meaning that there must
be a urrent event and a suÆx tra e following it (potentially the empty one).
The equation for [℄X then states that eventually the tra e ends and until then X
holds.
3.2

Finite Tra e Semanti s in Maude

Now it an be relatively easily seen that the following Maude spe i ation orre tly \implements" the nite tra e semanti s of LTL des ribed above. The
only important deviation from the rigorous mathemati al formulation des ribed
above is that the quanti ers over nite sets of indexes are expressed re ursively.

fmod FINITE-TRACE-SEMANTICS is prote ting LINEAR-TEMPORAL-LOGIC .
prote ting TRACE .
op _ |= _ : Tra e Formula -> Bool [pre 30℄ .
var P Q : Qid . var E : Event . var T : Tra e . var X Y : Formula .
eq end |= P
= false .
eq P T |= Q
= P == Q .
eq T |= true = true .
eq T |= false = false .
eq T |= X /\ Y = T |= X and T |= Y .
eq T |= X ++ Y = T |= X xor T |= Y .
eq end |= [℄ X = true .
eq E T |= [℄ X = E T |= X and T |= [℄ X .
eq end |= <> X = end |= X .
eq E T |= <> X = E T |= X or T |= <> X .
eq end |= X U Y = end |= Y .
eq E T |= X U Y = E T |= Y or E T |= X and T |= X U Y .
eq end |= o X
= false .
eq E T |= o X
= T |= X .
endfm

Noti e that the de nitions that involved the partial fun tions head and tail were
repla ed by two alternative equations. One an now dire tly verify LTL properties on nite tra es using Maude's rewriting engine, by ommands su h as
red 'a 'b 'a 'b 'a ' 'a 'b 'g 'f ' 'a end |= [℄ ('b -> <> ' ) .
red 'a 'b 'a 'b 'a ' 'a 'b 'g 'f ' 'b end |= [℄ ('b -> <> ' ) .

whi h should return the expe ted answers, i.e., true and false, respe tively, or
by rst reating a new module, say TEST, introdu ing a few tra es5 and formulae:
fmod TEST is extending FINITE-TRACE-SEMANTICS .
ops tra e1 tra e2 tra e3 : -> Tra e .
ops formula1 formula2 formula3 : -> Formula .
eq tra e1 = 'a 'b 'a 'b 'a ' 'a 'a 'b 'g 'f 'h ' 'b 'a end .
eq tra e2 = 'a 'b 'a 'b 'a ' 'a 'a 'b 'g 'f 'h ' 'b ' end .
eq tra e3 = 'a 'b 'a 'b 'a ' 'a 'a 'b 'g 'f 'h ' 'b 'a
. . .
'a 'b 'a 'b 'a ' 'a 'a 'b 'g 'f 'h ' 'b 'a end .
eq formula1 = [℄ ('b -> <> ' ) .
eq formula2 = <> (! formula1) .
eq formula3 = [℄ ((('a /\ o'b) \/ ('b /\ o'a)) U ('a /\ o' )) .
endfm

and then trying various ombinations of redu tions:
red
red
red
red
red
red
red

tra
tra
tra
tra
tra
tra
tra

e1
e1
e2
e2
e3
e3
e3

|=
|=
|=
|=
|=
|=
|=

formula1
formula2
formula1
formula2
formula1
formula3
formula2

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

***>
***>
***>
***>
***>
***>
***>

should
should
should
should
should
should
should

be:
be:
be:
be:
be:
be:
be:

false
true
false
true
false
false
true

The algorithm above does nothing but blindly follow the mathemati al de nition of satisfa tion and even runs reasonably fast for relatively small tra es. For
example, it takes less than 10,000 rewriting steps (a few millise onds) to redu e
the rst 4 goals involving only tra es of 15 events. Unfortunately, this algorithm
doesn't seem to be tra table for large event tra es, even if run on very performant platforms. That's be ause the number of atoms of the form T |= X keeps
5
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The three dots are not a Maude feature.

growing exponentially. As a on rete example, it took Maude 8 million rewriting
steps to redu e the fth expression above, 53 million steps for the sixth, and it
ouldn't nish the last one in 10 hours. Sin e the event tra es generated by an
exe uting program an easily be larger than 5,000 events, the trivial algorithm
above an not be used in pra ti e.

4 An EÆ ient Rewriting Algorithm
In this se tion we shall present a more eÆ ient rewriting semanti s. First we shall
motivate the design hoi e. Then follows the algorithm, and nally we prove that
the new semanti s is equivalent to the one given in the previous se tion.
4.1

Motivation

The operational Maude semanti s of LTL that was presented in the previous
se tion is not eÆ ient due to the fa t that the tra es are arried around in several
subexpressions. For example, the semanti s of the until operator is given as
follows: eq E T |= X U Y = E T |= Y or E T |= X and T |= X U Y. We an see
that the tra e T o urs in three subexpressions. A more eÆ ient algorithm is
presented below, whi h is based on the idea of onsuming the events in the
tra e, one by one, and updating a data stru ture, say of type D, orresponding
to the e e t of the event on the value of the formula. Hen e, we should de ne
a fun tion transform : Event  D ! D. Our de ision to write an operational
Maude semanti s this way was motivated by an attempt to program su h an
algorithm in Java, where su h a solution would be the most natural. As it turns
out, it also yields a more eÆ ient rewriting system.
We have onsidered two approa hes: an automata approa h and a formula
approa h. In the automata approa h one ould translate the formula into an
automaton, and then take the syn hronized produ t of the automaton and the
exe ution tra e. This is for example how Bu hi automata are used in expli itstate model he kers for representing formulae [14, 5℄. A Bu hi automaton is
a spe ial automaton whi h a epts in nite tra es (words): ertain states are
designated as a eptan e states, and an in nite tra e is in the language of the
automaton if it brings the automaton through an a eptan e state in nitely
often. A model he ker an dete t su h in nite tra es by hashing states and
dete t y les that in lude a eptan e states.
We have de ided not to use Bu hi automata for a number of reasons. First,
the translation of LTL formulae to Bu hi automata is quite involved, at least
of one strives for small automata, ausing this approa h to be ome in exible
the moment we want to experiment with the logi , for example by adding past
time temporal operators, or real time temporal operators that refer to time
units. It should be noted that other similar systems like Temporal Rover [4℄ and
MaC [17℄ do not use Bu hi automata, and in the Temporal Rover ase exa tly
for the reason stated above6 . Se ond, at a semanti level, Bu hi automata are
6
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interpreted over in nite tra es, and the question would be how to interpret
them on nite tra es. Consider for example a property su h as [℄(P -> <>Q),
the automaton A generated from the formula, and a nite error free tra e t that
a ording to the semanti s satis es the formula. The naive suggestion would be to
drive the automaton A by t until the end of the tra e, and then observe whether
the automaton is in an a eptan e state or not. This will, however, generally
not work. In experiments made using the LTL-to-Bu hi automata translator in
the SPIN system [14℄7 su h as tra e may bring the automaton to a state that is
not an a eptan e state. Hen e, one an generally not on lude anything from
the resulting state. A potential solution would be to pretend that an in nite
sequen e of stuttering transitions is appended to the tra e, where a stuttering
transition does not satisfy any propositions. One ould then examine whether
su h a stuttering sequen e would bring the automaton from the state(s) resulting
from the nite tra e, through an a eptan e state in nitely often. Hen e, the
stuttering should be shown to \ nish o " the automaton orre tly. However,
even though su h an interpretation is possible, a di erent issue is that our nite
tra e semanti s of the always operator [℄ is di erent from the in nite tra e
semanti s implied by Bu hi automata.
Hen e, a Bu hi automata approa h ould be possible, and will be investigated, but we are not onvin ed that it is worthwhile the e ort. In the formula
approa h that we hoose to follow instead, we let the formula to be he ked be
represented by itself in some normal form, and let it evolve as the exe ution
tra e is traversed, redu ing it to its normal form after ea h event, using rewriting. This turns out to be a very eÆ ient solution in a testing ontext su h as the
one presented here.
4.2

Consuming Events

We de ne the formula transforming fun tion in the following Maude module.
Given an event E and a formula X, then X{E} denotes a new formula. The intuition
behind this formula transformer is as follows. Assuming a tra e E T onsisting
of an event E followed by a tra e T, then a formula X holds on this tra e if and
only if X{E} holds on the remaining tra e T.
fmod CONSUME-EVENT is prote ting LINEAR-TEMPORAL-LOGIC .
prote ting EVENT .
op _{_} : Formula Event -> Formula [pre 10℄ .
var E : Event . vars X Y : Formula . vars P Q : Qid .
eq
P {Q} = if P == Q then true else false fi .
eq
true {E} = true .
eq
false {E} = false .
eq (X /\ Y) {E} = X {E} /\ Y {E} .
eq (X ++ Y) {E} = X {E} ++ Y {E} .
eq ([℄ X) {E} = [℄ X /\ X {E} .
eq (<> X) {E} = <> X \/ X {E} .
eq (X U Y) {E} = Y {E} \/ X {E} /\ X U Y .
eq
(o X) {E} = X .
endfm
7
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A propositional identi er is transformed to true if the event equals that proposition, otherwise false. The rule for the temporal operator [℄X should be read
as follows: the formula X must hold now (X{E}) and also in the future ([℄X).
The sub-expression X{E} represents the formula that must hold for the rest of
the tra e for X to hold now. As an example, onsider the formula [℄<>P where
P is a propositional identi er. This formula applied to the distin t proposition
Q yields the following rewritings: ([℄<>P)fQg => [℄<>P /\ (<>P)fQg => [℄<>P /\
(<>P \/ PfQg) => [℄<>P /\ (<>P \/ false) => [℄<>P /\ <>P. As we an see, the
property <>P has been spawned o as a onsequen e of the Q event, in addition
to the original formula that still has to hold due to the \[℄" operator.
Note that these rules spell out the semanti s of ea h temporal operator.
An alternative solution would be to de ne some operators in terms of others,
as is typi ally the ase in the standard semanti s for LTL. For example, we
ould introdu e an equation of the form: <>X = true U X, and then eliminate the
rewriting rule for <>X in the above module. Interestingly enough this turns out to
be less eÆ ient, a result that we had not quite expe ted sin e propositional logi
rewriting seems to bene t from rewriting into normal forms as demonstrated
with the module PROPOSITIONAL-CALCULUS des ribed in Subse tion 2.2.
4.3

Revised Semanti s

Before we omplete the de nition of our fast algorithm to evaluate formulae
on nite tra es, we need to introdu e a new operation, eval, whi h basi ally
\evaluates" to either true or false a formula as it is, that is, without using any
information about the tra e. This operation is needed when all the events in the
tra e are onsumed.
fmod EVAL is prote ting LINEAR-TEMPORAL-LOGIC .
op eval : Formula -> Bool .
var P : Qid . vars X Y : Formula .
eq eval(P)
= false .
eq eval(true) = true .
eq eval(false) = false .
eq eval(X /\ Y) = eval(X) and eval(Y) .
eq eval(X ++ Y) = eval(X) xor eval(Y) .
eq eval([℄ X) = true .
eq eval(<> X) = eval(X) .
eq eval(X U Y) = eval(Y) .
eq eval(o X)
= false .
endfm

The intuition here is that at the end of a tra e, no proposition holds. The module
also gives the semanti s of the temporal operators on the empty tra e. Now, the
revised semanti s of nite tra e LTL:
fmod FINITE-TRACE-SEMANTICS-REVISED is prote ting CONSUME-EVENT .
prote ting TRACE .
prote ting EVAL .
op _ |- _ : Tra e Formula -> Bool [pre 30℄ .
var E : Event . var T : Tra e . var X : Formula .
eq end |- X = eval(X) .
eq E T |- X = T |- X {E} .
endfm

This module de nes a new relation |- between tra es and formulae. The term T
is evaluated now by a re ursive traversal over the tra e, where ea h event
transforms the formula. Note that the new formula that is generated in ea h
step is always kept small by being redu ed to normal form via the equations in
the PROPOSITIONAL-CALCULUS module in Se tion 2.2.
Veri ation results show that the optimized semanti s is orders of magnitudes
faster than the rst semanti s. A rigorous mathemati al analysis of the algorithm
above seems to be hard and perhaps not worth the e ort at this stage, so we
prefer to only report the results of our experiments whi h are very en ouraging.
If one writes a new test module, say:

|- X

fmod TEST-REVISED is prote ting TEST .
extending FINITE-TRACE-SEMANTICS-REVISED .
endfm

and then evaluates the same ombinations as in Subse tion 3.2,
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then one will immediately noti e that the number of redu tions and impli itly
the redu tion times are signi antly redu ed. For example, the 6th redu tion,
whi h took 53 million steps and 2 minutes under the standard semanti s, needs
about 4,000 rewriting steps and takes less than 10 millise onds, while the 7th,
whi h ouldn't terminate under the standard semanti s in 10 hours, needs about
155,000 rewriting steps and about 400 millise onds on our platform.
4.4

Corre tness and Completeness

In this subse tion we prove that the algorithm presented above is orre t and
omplete with respe t to the semanti s of nite tra e LTL presented in Se tion
3. The proof is done ompletely in Maude, but sin e Maude is not intended
to be a theorem prover, we a tually have to generate the proof obligations by
hand. However, the proof obligations below ould be automati ally generated by
a proof assistant like Kumo [7℄ or a theorem prover like PVS [23℄8 .
Theorem 1.

For any tra e T and any formula X, T

|= X

i

T |- X.

Proof. The proof of this theorem is not trivial; we do it by indu tion, both
on tra es and formulae. We rst need to prove two lemmas, namely that the
following two equations hold in the ontext of both FINITE-TRACE-SEMANTICS and
FINITE-TRACE-SEMANTICS-REVISED:
(8
(8
8

X : Formula) end |= X

=

end |- X,

E : Event, T : Tra e, X : Formula) E T |= X

=

T |= X{E}.

We've already done it in PVS, but we prefer to use only Maude in this paper.

We prove them by stru tural indu tion on the formula X. A onstant x is needed
in order to prove the rst lemma via the theorem of onstants. However, sin e we
prove the se ond lemma by stru tural indu tion on X, we not only have to add
two onstants e and t for the universally quanti ed variables E and T, but also
two other onstants y and z standing for formulas whi h an be ombined via
operators to give other formulas. The indu tion hypothesis for the se ond lemma
is added to the following spe i ation as equations. Noti e that we merged the
two proofs to save spa e. A proof assistant like Kumo or PVS would prove them
independently, generating only the needed onstants for ea h of them.
fmod PROOF-OF-LEMMAS is
extending FINITE-TRACE-SEMANTICS .
extending FINITE-TRACE-SEMANTICS-REVISED .
op e : -> Event . op t : -> Tra e .
ops p q : -> Qid . ops y z : -> Formula .
eq end |= y = end |- y .
eq end |= z = end |- z .
eq e t |= y = t |= y {e} .
eq e t |= z = t |= z {e} .
endfm

It is worth reminding the reader at this stage that the fun tional modules in
Maude have initial semanti s, so proofs by indu tion are valid. In parti ular,
noti e that an event an only be a spe ialized identi er sin e there are no other
operations generating events. Before pro eeding further, the reader should be
aware of the operational semanti s of the operation _==_, namely that the two
argument terms are rst redu ed to their normal forms whi h are then ompared
synta ti ally (but modulo asso iativity and ommutativity); it returns true if
and only if the two normal forms are equal. Therefore, the answer true means
that the two terms are indeed semanti ally equal, while false only means that
they ouldn't be proved equal; they an still be equal.
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It took Maude 129 redu tions to prove these lemmas. Therefore, one an safely
add now these lemmas as follows:
fmod LEMMAS is
prote ting FINITE-TRACE-SEMANTICS .
prote ting FINITE-TRACE-SEMANTICS-REVISED .
var E : Event . var T : Tra e . var X : Formula .
eq end |= X = end |- X .
eq E T |= X = T |= X {E} .
endfm

We an now prove the theorem, by indu tion on tra es. More pre isely, we show:
P (end), and
P (T) implies P (E T), for all events E and tra es T,

where P (T) is the predi ate \for all formulas X, T |= X i T |- X". This indu tion
s hema an be easily formalized in Maude as follows:
fmod PROOF-OF-THEOREM is prote ting LEMMAS .
op e : -> Event . op t : -> Tra e . op x : -> Formula .
var X : Formula .
eq t |= X = t |- X .
endfm
red end |= x == end |- x .
red e t |= x == e t |- x .

***> should be: true
***> should be: true

Noti e the di eren e in role between the onstant x and the variable X. The rst
redu tion proves the base ase of the indu tion, using the theorem of onstants
for the universally quanti ed variable X. In order to prove the indu tion step,
we rst applied the theorem of onstants for the universally quanti ed variables
E and T, then added P (t) to the hypothesis (the equation \eq t |= X = t |X ."), and then redu ed P (e t) using again the theorem of onstants for the
universally quanti ed variable X. Like in the proofs of the lemmas, we merged
the two proofs to save spa e.

5 Con lusions and Future Work
We have presented a nite tra e semanti s of LTL in the rewriting system Maude
together with a mu h more eÆ ient version based on formula transforming
events. This exer ise an be regarded as a self ontained result with interest
to at least the rewriting and temporal logi s ommunities. What perhaps makes
it even more interesting is that this rewriting framework likely an be applied
in testing real software appli ations, where events are extra ted from a running
program and stored in a nite tra e, whi h then subsequently is examined using a variant of the presented Maude spe i ation. We intend to arry out this
experiment on a planetary Rover software platform developed at NASA Ames.
A future resear h a tivity is to nd a yet more eÆ ient representation of
an LTL formula for the purpose of a hieving an optimal algorithm for testing
its satisfa tion on an exe ution tra e. This be omes espe ially ru ial for an
implementation in a standard programming language su h as C++ or Java.
For example one an study how LTL formulae an be translated into automata
similar to Bu hi automata. It should be emphasized that our ultimate goal is to
implement a pra ti al tool for testing exe ution tra es, and that a onventional
programming language therefore may be the most optimal hoi e. Sin e the
Maude modules are so simple and elegant, it is quite easy to experiment with
di erent logi s. We intend for example to extend the urrent framework to deal
with past time temporal operators, as well as interval logi s. Finally, we plan to
extend with real time operators that refer to time stamps in the events of the
exe ution tra e. We expe t su h experiments to be very easy to make, but very
useful in a design phase of developing a pra ti al tool.
In related work we are developing a tool for performing runtime analysis on
exe ution tra es. Runtime analysis is based on the idea of extra ting information
from a single exe ution tra e in order to guess properties about other exe ution

tra es. Hen e this is a way to obtain a high degree of overage although only
one exe ution tra e is examined. The te hnique onsists of sear hing for error
patterns, that is, patterns in the exe ution tra e that may indi ate potential
problems. Examples of problems that an be identi ed this way are data ra es
and deadlo ks. For example, a deadlo k potential an be dis overed from a single
tra e that has no deadlo ks if it an be observed that lo k a quisitions do not
follow a partial order. This means that other exe ution tra es may then have
deadlo ks. The violation of the partial order between lo ks an be alled an error
pattern. We intend to integrate this environment with a temporal logi testing
environment. In parti ular, we intend to investigate whether error patterns an
be spe i ed in a some variant of temporal logi , and hen e redu e some of the
e ort in programming runtime analysis algorithms for dete ting these error patterns.
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